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Live tweeting live debates: How Twitter reflects and refracts
the US political climate in a campaign season
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ABSTRACT
Political campaigns mostly run parallel to each other during an
election cycle, but intersect when the main candidates face off for
televised debates. They offer supporters of these candidates a
chance to engage with each other while being exposed to views
and opinions different from their own. This study uses a
combination of social network analysis and machine learning to
examine how the three US presidential debates of 2016 were live
tweeted (N =∼300,000). We find that despite cross-cutting
exposure across the ideological divide, people remain highly
partisan in terms of who they engage with on Twitter. The issue
agendas of Twitter posts during the US presidential debates is set
well in advance of the debates themselves; it is highly negative
and focused on personality traits of the opposition candidate
rather than policy matters. We also detect a shift in the nature of
online opinion leadership, with grassroots activists and internet
personalities sharing the space with traditional elites such as
political leaders and journalists. This shift coincides with the
broader anti-establishment turn in the US political climate, as
reflected in the early success of Bernie Sanders and the eventual
victory of a political outsider like Donald Trump over the seasoned
Hillary Clinton.
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Politics makes strange bedfellows, but not on the campaign trail. Candidates vying with
each other for the highest positions, such as the national presidency, tend to trace their
own idiosyncratic maps while campaigning – holding town halls in one place or fundrais-
ing galas in another. These events are mostly attended by their own supporters, volunteers,
and donors, and are filled with loud cheers for them. Rarely do candidates cross paths with
each other while campaigning – except, of course, when they stand across the same screen
for a televised debate. Such debates allow candidates to face off, directly challenge each
other over policy plans and objectives, and, if they prefer, even directly hurl abuses and
accuse each other of malpractices and wrongdoings. Alongside, they offer voters an oppor-
tunity to directly compare their choices by listening not just to their own candidate – as
they do during much of the campaign – but also to the other side.

This makes presidential debates extremely interesting punctuation marks during an
election cycle. In the US political context, where presidential election mainly functions
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within the two-party political system, on most days, political campaigns resemble an ‘echo
chamber’ – followers with like-minded views and opinions – speaking with and listening
almost exclusively to each other. But televised debates disrupt these echo chambers, expos-
ing voters to other views on key issues – indeed, even on what the key issues should be.
They constitute what scholars of political communication have called ‘cross-cutting’
exposure (Goldman & Mutz, 2011). Such exposure is normatively considered good for
the health of a deliberative democracy (Mutz, 2002).

Nowadays, though, election debates don’t simply take place on television or between
the candidates alone. They also occur among voters on social networking sites (SNSs).
For the presidential elections in the US, ever since Barack Obama tapped into the
power of Facebook to beat impossible odds, SNSs have been a staple of the presidential
election cycle (DiGrazia, McKelvey, Bollen, & Rojas, 2013). Candidates use SNSs to
send out messages, raise money, and organize supporters (Conway, Kenski, & Wang,
2013), while voters use them to express their views about candidates, issues, connect
with like-minded people and debate with opponents, and even to decide whom to vote
for (Bode, Vraga, Borah, & Shah, 2014; Vergeer, 2012). Although 2008 was the ‘Facebook
Election,’ the tide has since turned in favor of Twitter. Unlike Facebook, Twitter networks
tend to be a lot more impersonal, heterogeneous, and extensive, allowing users to connect
with a wide range of people by ‘retweeting’ their posts or simply ‘mentioning’ their user-
names in their own tweets (Lasorsa, Lewis, & Holton, 2012; Verweij, 2012). This makes
Twitter the most likely platform for spontaneous public conversations (Bae, Son, &
Song, 2013; Lawrence, Molyneux, Coddington, & Holton, 2014).

In this study, therefore, we turn our attention to how the three US presidential election
debates of 2016 – pitting the Republican nominee Donald Trump and the Democratic can-
didate Hillary Clinton – played out on Twitter. Specifically, we look at how ordinary
people live-tweeted the debates as they were happening on their television screens through
an analysis of nearly 300,000 tweets bearing the hashtags #debatenight or #debates.

Our study has a two-fold purpose. First, we examine how people engaged with each
other on Twitter while the debates were going on and they were being exposed to both
sides of the partisan divide. Previous research has suggested that debates, through
cross-cutting exposure, have the potential to reduce political polarization (e.g., Mutz,
2002). But empirical studies of this thesis have relied on voter surveys that take place
after the fact and rely on self-reported behavior. In contrast, we look at the social networks
formed by the live tweeting of presidential debates. Our unobtrusive method, which relies
on naturally occurring data of real-time political behavior, is a better test of the thesis.

Second, we also examine what it was that people tweeted about while watching the
debates – or the content of their tweets. We do so to test if the issue agenda of the television
debates set the issue agenda of the Twitter debates. Recent research on phenomena such as
‘second screening’ argues that voters simultaneously use multiple media platforms, such as
television and Twitter, to gain more information about the political issues being discussed.
This would imply a correspondence between issues the candidates talk about in their
debate and the issues people tweet about at that time. Once again, though, such research
relies on survey data and self-reports (e.g., Gil de Zúñiga, Garcia-Perdomo, & McGregor,
2015). Our analysis of the content of the live tweets tests this thesis in an unobtrusive man-
ner using naturally occurring data of real-time political behavior.
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To meet our dual purposes, we use a combination of social network analysis and a
machine learning technique called topic modeling. The two methods not only help
confirm each other’s findings, thus enhancing the reliability of our results, but together
point us towards other significant features of the Twitter debate – such as what kinds
of Twitter users, and even what kinds of tweets, are more influential in such contexts,
and to what extent does Twitter reflect, or even predict, political behavior. Our study,
therefore, makes a number of important theoretical contributions to the field social
media use in political campaigns and its broader implications for democracy and society.
In addition, our mixed-methods approach shows how computational research can help
social scientific studies avoid the pitfalls of and even go beyond the affordances of self-
reported political behavior (Shah, Cappella, & Neuman, 2015).

Literature review

Presidential debates in the United States

Televised presidential debates originated in the US in 1960, when four one-hour
debates between Democratic John F. Kennedy and Republican candidates Richard
M. Nixon were broadcast live nationwide (Neale, 1993). They became a regular part
of presidential campaigns after 1976, and are now considered as ‘the only occasion
during a campaign when the attention of a large portion of the American public is
focused on the election’ (Neale, 1993, p. 3). From the side of the voters, televised
debates are also believed to be ‘the only campaign information format which poten-
tially offers sufficient time to explore issues and politics in depth in a neutral forum’
(p. 3). Although controversy continues in the scholarly field about the formats (e.g.,
Tiemens, Hellweg, Kipper, & Phillips, 1985) and effects of US presidential debates
(e.g., Just, Crigler, & Wallach, 1990), it is generally agreed that live debates attract sub-
stantial audiences and help voters make decisions.

Twitter and political campaigns

Twitter, launched in 2006, is a microblogging platform where users can publish real-
time messages comprising up to 280 characters. Twitter has become well-known as
a a news platform that facilitates information circulation and accelerates discussion
(Kwak, Lee, Park, & Moon, 2010), especially during crises and special events such as
presidential elections (Tumasjan, Sprenger, Sandner, & Welpe, 2010). Twitter has a
range of communicative affordances to form a networked public sphere: the fol-
lower/following relations for developing and maintaining a network of friends and
fans; the # hashtag for connecting people with shared interests (Ellison & boyd,
2013), the @sign for interaction, and the embedded hyperlink for external media
sources (Honey & Herring, 2009).

Notably, journalists, media organizations and politicians have quickly adopted
Twitter as an information source as well as for outreach (Lasorsa et al., 2012).
Many studies have explored how Obama won the 2008 and 2012 elections with the
help of Twitter and other social media (e.g., Fraser & Dutta, 2008a, 2008b; Kreiss,
2014). Specifically, research focuses on how politicians communicate online to
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mobilize supporters, and work together with political analysts to predict political
opinion on Twitter (Gibson, 2015; Kreiss, 2014). Twitter also allows non-elites to
interact with elites and make their voices heard (Ausserhofer & Maireder, 2013; Pen-
ney, 2016), which opens political communication to more contributors (Lawrence
et al., 2014). During the election period, Twitter becomes one of the major platforms
where citizens get news and information about campaigns and discuss campaign-
related issues (Bode et al., 2014).

Cross-cutting vs. echo chamber discussions

It is no longer surprising to say that American politics is getting more polarized (Iyengar &
Hahn, 2009). According to Iyengar and Hahn (2009), the trend of political polarization
has occurred simultaneously with developments in information and communication tech-
nologies. To attract more audience attention or increase ratings, media organizations tend
to differentiate from each other by addressing different aspects of the same events and
blending opinions within facts. The obvious partisanship of the media and the selective
exposure of audience members to partisan media result in a more polarized public (Stroud,
2010). A longitudinal study by Iyengar, Sood, and Lelkes (2012) even suggested that polar-
ized political view has become a social identity for Americans.

From a network perspective, political polarization is mainly the absence of hetero-
geneous network for discussions cutting across ideological lines and the presence of a
homogeneous network that generates the so-called "echo-chamber" effect. Internet and
social media have many facets. On the one hand, they have the potential to reinvigorate
public reasoning that further leads to deliberation. Scholarship along these lines has
focused on the relationship among online information seeking, political expression, dis-
cussion and offline political participation. Although predictors and measurements vary
from study to study, results in general support that Internet has increased citizens’
exposure to political discussion and confrontation, which in turn cultivate informed
and engaged citizens. For example, Wojcieszak and Mutz (2009) found that exposure to
heterogeneous networks could happen accidentally, increasing the likelihood of cross-dis-
cussion. Recent studies also showed that non-political expression on social media would
innovate political discussion which in turn benefit political participation such as voting
and donating (Gil de Zuniga, Molyneux, & Zheng, 2014). On the other hand, scholarship
also found Internet functions as an echo chamber where political orientation gets
reinforced. An early study by Bimber and Davis (2003) found visitors from the Gore
and Bush websites in 2000 advanced their political attitudes in line with the website
they visited. In the same vein, a large amount of studies have found that people tend to
prefer information that reinforces partisan sources over divergent opinion (e.g., Kushin
& Kitchener, 2009; Stroud, 2010).

Social media and Twitter in particular, given their networking affordances, have the
potential to foster cross-discussion or reinforce the echo chamber. Presidential debates
provide us a valuable opportunity to examine communicative interaction among candi-
dates, media and citizens. The fundamentals of democracy are understood as a civic dia-
logue, an ongoing conversation between political leaders and citizens that they are going to
serve, and between individuals holding different views. In that sense, our first research
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question aims to provide insights about this democratic dilemma through network
analysis:

RQ1: Do the reply networks formed during the three presidential debates represent cross-
cutting or echo chamber discussions?

Opinion leader and agenda on Twitter

Opinion leaders on social media require the capability of network formation. Power-mak-
ing in the social network follows two steps: the ability to constitute the network and the
ability to coordinate different actors in the network in order to consistently enlarge the
network (Castells, 2009). In Twittersphere, studies have found that traditional media
and political elites still function as opinion leaders for ordinary users (Bowman, 2008).
Bloggers are also among the most influential users on Twitter, and many famous bloggers
are former or current journalists (Meraz, 2009). Social media provide the opportunity for
an agenda setting process that is independent from traditional media (Farrell & Drezner,
2008). For instance, the comparison of blogging agenda and the mainstreammedia agenda
revealed that bloggers’ negative comments on the Bush administration in 2003 were an
early indicator of the criticism of the Iraq war in the coming years (Delwiche, 2005). Con-
tent analysis of 2004 presidential election also found a strong correlation between candi-
dates’ blogs and the mainstream media agendas (Sweetser, Golan, & Wanta, 2008). Farrell
and Drezner’s (2008) study, again, showed that blogs could amplify the voice from the
grassroots and make influence to political climate.

Recent research on phenomena such as ‘second screening’ argues that voters simul-
taneously use multiple media platforms, such as television and Twitter, to gain more infor-
mation about the political issues being discussed (Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2015). Specifically
during live coverage of events such as political debates and campaigns, they expect a cor-
respondence between issues the candidates talk about and the issues people tweet about at
that time. Studies show that traditional media focus more on horse-racing and candidates’
personality and private life rather than on policy issues (Iyengar, Norpoth, & Hahn, 2004).
As journalism has become increasingly tabloidized, politics has turned into a form of
entertainment (Marshall & Redmond, 2015).

The celebrity culture in political arena is intensified with social media getting popular.
As Marshall and Redmond put it, ‘fan the flames of celebrity culture and motivate main-
stream media further circulating and legitimating it’ (p. 215). Empirical studies have
shown that, when candidate Romney said ‘big bird,’ it immediately received huge attention
on Twitter and gradually got retweeted as a joke (Zheng, 2015). Along this line of research,
Mascaro and colleagues used data mining to analyze tweets during the 2012 presidential
election. Results revealed that issues relating to policy didn’t stand out, but instead, people
tweeted more about candidates’ gossip and looks (Mascaro, Agosto, Goggins, & Columbia,
2016). Therefore, our next two research questions explore people and topics discussed on
Twitter during the presidential debates:

RQ2: Who were the opinion leaders, in terms of frequency of being mentioned, on Twitter
during the three presidential debates?

RQ3: What were the dominant topics of conversation in the tweets during the three presiden-
tial debates?
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Methods

Sampling of tweets

To answer the three research questions, tweets during the 2016 US presidential debates
were collected using the web-based social media mining tool Netlytic.org, which uses
the Twitter REST API v1.1 search/tweets endpoint and returns a collection of tweets
matching a specified query. For this study, we collected all tweets that included the hash-
tags #debatenight or #debates on the day of the each debate and the next two days. Specifi-
cally, data for the first debate was collected on 26–28 September, for the second debate on
9–11 October, and for the third debate on 19–21 October. Nearly 100,000 tweets were col-
lected from each period, giving us a combined sample of ∼300,000 tweets. These were
downloaded as comma-separated value (csv) files for analysis.

We combined social network analysis with machine learning to assess the content of
the tweets. This mixed-methods approach allowed us to (1) explore the interlinks
among tweeters and identify key features of the networks they constituted, as well as
(2) understand what people were tweeting about. In addition, we were able to assess
how the content of tweets influenced the properties of Twitter networks. Below, we discuss
each of these methods in detail.

Social network analysis

The growing popularity of social network sites like Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn have
generated rich source of both content and relational data for social science researchers.
There are several important parameters in network property:

Centralization measures the average degree of centrality of all nodes within a network.
Higher centralization score indicates that the information flow within the network is
dominated by a few central participants. Lower centralization score, on the opposite, indi-
cates everybody in a network participates and contributes more equally.

Density is the average strength of ties across all possible ties, which illustrate how close
one person is with another within the network. The calculation of density is to divide the
number of existing ties by the number of possible ties.

Reciprocity is a proportion of ties that are reciprocal out of the total number of existing
ties. When reciprocity value is high, it suggests many participants have two-way com-
munication. When reciprocity value is low, it indicates network lacking dialog among
participants.

Another important topic in social network analysis is the discovery of clusters or com-
munities. Objects in the same cluster are more similar to each other than to those in other
clusters. Clusters are often used to identify smaller communities within a larger group. In
this study, we presented two networks for each of the debates, a ‘mentioned’ network
based on ‘mention’ relationships and a ‘replied’ network based on ‘reply’ relationships.

Topic modeling

Topic modeling is a computer-assisted method for analyzing large volumes of unstruc-
tured text in an inductive manner. Emerging in the field of computational linguistics, it
is now being commonly used in a variety of other academic disciplines, including
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journalism, media, and communication studies (e.g., Jacobi, Atteveldt, & Welbers, 2016;
Shahin, 2016). The method has been found to be particularly apt for analyzing large-
volume Twitter data (Guo, Vargo, Pan, Ding, & Ishwar, 2016).

Topic modeling is a form of machine learning and it can be conducted in a variety of
ways. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), the technique used in this study, allows a
researcher to find out ‘the main themes that pervade a large and otherwise unstructured
collection of documents’ (Blei, 2012, p. 77). It assumes that every text is made up of a cer-
tain number of themes, or ‘topics,’ and the way words are used in the text coheres with
these topics. LDA uses algorithms to parse the text and provide ‘probabilistic models
for uncovering the underlying semantic structure of a document collection’ (Blei &
Lafferty, 2009, p. 1).

The software Machine Learning for Language Toolkit (Mallet) was used for topic mod-
eling in this study. The content of the tweets was saved in different text files corresponding
to each debate. LDA was conducted concurrently on the three files to yield a common set
of topics. This allowed us to learn what was similar or different in Twitter conversations
across the three debates. It also allowed to us see which topics were dominant and which
were marginalized in each debate – based on their differing proportions of use. We also
created an additional list of ‘stop words,’ besides prepositions, articles and some common
verbs, that were so essential to the subject that they would be expected to be present in all
topics. These included the Twitter usernames and various iterations of the formal names
of the candidates Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, along with the hashtags used to col-
lect the tweets.

Results

Social network analysis

The network formed by tweets using the hashtags #debates or #debatenight posted while
the first presidential debate was being aired on September 26 included 69,201 nodes. They
mentioned 90,728 names in their tweets, forming a total of 98,042 ties. In addition, 988
nodes replied to tweets, generating 1478 ties.

Figure 1 shows the ‘mentioned’ Twitter network for the first debate. The average cen-
trality of the network is .07, the network density and reciprocity is almost 0 (<.0001), indi-
cating the network was very loosely connected with participants seldom talking to each
other.

Figure 2 shows the ‘replied’ network for the first debate with different colors represent-
ing different clusters (density smaller than .0001, centrality = .11). The clusters were quite
clearly identified. A cluster is a group of nodes that are more densely connected with each
other than to nodes outside the cluster. Modularity is an indicator for the level of distinc-
tion of each cluster. In this network, a high modularity value of .81 indicates clear divisions
between communities. The Clinton cluster seldom talks to the Trump cluster – with only a
few brokers talking to both. Besides the two candidate-oriented clusters, some other clus-
ters surrounded by, such as one centered with Kellyanne Conway, the counselor to the
President, and one around Lester Holt, the anchor at NBC Night News.

Among the top 20 most mentioned accounts (in Table 1), seven are politicians’
accounts, six are news media organization and media professional’s accounts, three
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politician’s accounts, three grassroots activist’s accounts, and three Internet personality’s
accounts. Clinton’s and Trump’s accounts were the most mentioned, registering 12,453
and 7413 mentions, respectively, followed by Eduardo Samaniego’s account, a Hampshire
College junior and grassroots activists for undocumented immigrants, and ‘BettyFckin-
White,’ an Internet personality. Account type is identified based on users’ self-defined
bio page on Twitter and supplemented by the Wikipedia page.

Figure 1. Twitter ‘mentioned’ network during the first presidential debate.

Figure 2. Twitter ‘replied’ network during the first presidential debate.
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During the second presidential debate on 9 October, there were 41,974 nodes in the
Twitter network. They constituted 70,387 ties with 55,915 names mentioned in the tweets.
1320 nodes posted replies in this time period generating 2217 ties. Figure 3 shows the
‘mentioned’ Twitter network for the second debate. The average centrality of the network

Table 1. The top 20 most mentioned Twitter accounts during the first presidential debate.
Rank Account No. of mentions Description Account type

1 hillaryclinton 12,463 Hillary Clinton Candidate
2 realdonaldtrump 7413 Donald J. Trump Candidate
3 EduSamani 3511 Student Trustee|Rep. to Five Colleges Consortium Grassroots activist
4 BettyFckinWhite 1338 Betty F*ckin’ White Internet Personality
5 mic 873 American media company News Media
6 thmadstone 828 Science writer Others
7 Always_trump 823 Account suspended Others
8 cnn 770 CNN News Media
9 lesterholtnbc 760 Lester Holt, Anchor @NBCNightlyNews News Media
10 tedcruz 717 Ted Cruze, United States Senator from Texas Politician
11 RandPaul 715 Rand Paul, U.S. Senator for Kentucky Politician
12 foxnews 612 Fox News News Media
13 antoniodelotero 606 High schooler who got blocked by Trump Internet personality
14 TeamTrump 572 The Official #TeamTrump Account Politician
15 giphy 559 Giphy.com Others
16 tomilahren 517 Tomi Lahren, Host of Tomi 7pm on TheBlaze News Media
17 LikeSPIKE24 512 Photographer, film maker Internet Personality
17 jimmydonofrio 482 Jimmy Donofrio Others
18 christchat 458 I Stand With @POTUS Trump Grassroot activist
19 mcuban 432 Mark Cuban, American businessman Businessman
20 asamjulian 424 Common Sense Conservative. American Nationalist Grassroots activist

Figure 3. Twitter ‘mentioned’ network during the second presidential debate.
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is .085, network density smaller than .0001 and reciprocity is .004. These indicate the net-
work is very loosely connected and participants rarely talk to each other.

The clusters in the replied network, on the other hand, are quite clearly identified. In
Figure 4, the modularity is as high as .75. The clusters surrounding Clinton and Trump
involved the majority of actors. The reply network shows that the Clinton camp seldom
talks to Trump camp, with only a few brokers in between (density<.0001, centrality
= .13, modularity = .73). Besides the two clusters, there are three smaller clusters centered
around CNN, anchor and correspondent Anderson Cooper, and correspondent Martha
Raddatz.

Among the top 20 most mentioned accounts during the second debate, five are media
professionals and media organizations, four grassroots activists, three politicians and three
Internet personalities. Trump received the most mentions (n = 10,856), followed by Clin-
ton (n = 6884). It worth noticing that most of the grassroots activists are on the conserva-
tive/Republican side (see Table 2).

Twitter network during the last debate included 18,905 nodes. They constituted 29,754
ties, with 29,316 names mentioned in the tweets. Within the sample, 819 people posted
replies, generating 1321 ties. Figure 5 shows the ‘mentioned’ Twitter network for the
last debate. The average centrality of the network is .004, the network density is smaller
than .0001 and reciprocity is.005. These indicate the network is, once again, very loosely
connected with participants seldom talking to each other.

In Figure 6, the reply network is similar to the previous two debates: pro-Clinton twe-
eters and pro-Trump tweeters formed two separate clusters and they mainly talked within
their own chambers. Three other clusters are recognized with Fox News, CNN and Trump
supporter Deb Scott at the center of each of the clusters (density = .001, centrality = .06,
modularity = .84).

Among the top 20 most mentioned accounts (Table 3), eight belongs to grassroots acti-
vists and six to news media. There are three Internet personalities, three politicians and

Figure 4. Twitter ‘replied’ network during the second presidential debate.
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two celebrities. Trump and Clinton’s accounts were the most mentioned – as in the second
president debate – but with less mention frequency (2110 and 1654, respectively). Two
grassroots activist groups ranked the third and fourth, and they are all trump supporters.

The network analysis reveals a number of interesting patterns. First, we notice subtle
shifts in the nature of online opinion leadership. Individual accounts outweighed insti-
tutional accounts. Previous research suggests that traditional media organizations, as
opinion leaders, get the most retweets, mentions, and replies. While that is still true, we
find internet personalities also wielded influence in all the three debates. What’s more,
grassroots activists – especially conservative ones – drew substantial attention from twe-
eters. This indicates that the nature of opinion leaders online has become more diversified,
including both the traditional elites and ‘grassroots celebrities.’

Second, the clusters were quite distinctly marked in all the three debates, and their
modularity was high. Two clusters with Trump and Clinton at their respective centers
take up dominant positions in all the debates. This indicates Trump and Clinton partisans
hardly interacted with each other and instead formed almost mutually exclusive ‘echo
chambers’ with few brokers connected to both sides. News organizations and media pro-
fessionals sometimes also formed their own clusters: they tweeted about the debates and
people read and replied to their tweets.

Third, all the three networks were very low on density and reciprocity. It indicates the
tweeters were loosely connected with each other and the expression was usually one-

Table 2. The top 20 most mentioned Twitter accounts in the second presidential debate.

Rank Account
No. of

mentions Description Account type

1 realdonaldtrump 10,856 Donald J. Trump Candidate
2 hillaryclinton 6884 Hillary Clinton Candidate
3 christadubill 2557 Christa Dubill, TV News Anchor News Media
4 danscavino 2117 Daniel Scavino Jr., the White House Director of Social

Media and Assistant to the President
Politician

5 teamtrump 1250 Official Team Trump Verified account Politician
6 waynedupreeshow 987 Wayne Dupree, conservative talk radio host and

political commentator. Black Republican
News Media

7 ChristiChat 941 TRUMP Voter•Christian•Commonsense
Conservative•Constitutional Capitalist Support

Grassroots Activist

8 cnn 697 CNN News Media
9 gop 611 Republican National Committee Politician
10 andersoncooper 525 Anderson Cooper, anchor of @AC360 on CNN and

correspondent on @60Minutes
News Media

11 perfectsliders 522 Robby Ball, online polls designer Internet personality
12 Ten_gop 461 Tennessee GOP

Unofficial Twitter of Tennessee Republicans
Grassroots Activist

13 reince 386 Reince Priebus, White House Chief of Staff for
@realDonaldTrump

Politician

14 ejlandwehr 381 E J Landwehr Internet Personality
15 cateblanchtrash 352 MillionShadesOfGay Internet Personality
16 pjstrikeforce 381 #Christian #Conservative Inspirational In Bringing

#RedNationRising 2 All States
Grassroots Activist

17 leahr77 340 Based Leah, entrepreneur Businessman
18 msnbc 337 MSNBC News Media
19 jojoh888 332 #AmericaFirst with #PresidentTrump #BuildTheWall

#2A
Grassroots Activist

20 MarthaRaddatz 330 Martha Raddatz, ABC News Chief Global Affairs
Correspondent

News Media
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directional. This is partly because of live tweeting: with Twitter users already multitasking
by watching the debates and simultaneously tweeting, there was perhaps little time to
engage in extensive online conversations. But this nonetheless reflects a Twittersphere
where individual tweeters are more engaged with expressing their opinions and feelings
rather than engaging in discussion and conversations.

Figure 5. Twitter ‘mentioned’ network during the third presidential debate.

Figure 6. Twitter ‘replied’ network during the third presidential debate.
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Topic modeling

To answer RQ3, topic modeling found five broad topics in the Twitter conversation, which
varied in proportions of use across the three debates. Each debate was dominated by a
different topic but they all had a common second topic (see Figure 7). Topic 0 included
the keywords ‘tonight,’ ‘presidential,’ ‘vote,’ ‘imwithher,’ ‘america,’ ‘poll,’ ‘obama,’ ‘cnn,’
‘don,’ ‘people,’ ‘time,’ ‘night,’ ‘gop,’ ‘won,’ ‘live,’ ‘american,’ ‘women,’ and ‘team.’ It
didn’t dominate any of the debates but was the second most used topic in all of them, ran-
ging from 24% in the first debate to 32% in the second and 28% in the third. The keywords
indicate this topic was related to the debates and their broadcast in general terms.

Topic 1, which dominated the first debate, included the keywords ‘edusamani,’ ‘watch,’
‘president,’ ‘obama,’ ‘tears,’ ‘kjpw,’ ‘miss,’ ‘piggy,’ ‘housekeeping,’ ‘alicia,’ ‘machado,’ and
‘hcbl.’ These terms come from three heavily retweeted posts:

Table 3. The top 20 most mentioned Twitter accounts during the third presidential debate.

Rank Account
No. of

mentions Description Account type

1 realdonaldtrump 2110 Donald J. Trump Candidate
2 hillaryclinton 1654 Hillary Clinton Candidate
3 Ten_gop 1118 Tennessee GOP

Unofficial Twitter of Tennessee Republicans
Grassroots
Activist

4 frenchfortrump 1080 French-American |Support 45th @POTUS Donald J. Trump Grassroots
Activist

5 ricflairnatrboy 906 Nature Boy®, 16X World Champ, 2X HOF, American
professional wrestling manager and retired professional
wrestler

Celebrity

6 alecbaldwin 632 Alexander Rae ‘Alec’ Baldwin III, American actor, writer,
producer

Celebrity

7 AJ_ski_bum 580 BSN, RN. Amateur bat fighter Internet
Personality

8 lngrahamAngle 464 Laura Ingraham, radio talk show host and conservative
commentator

News Media

9 lynnepatton 342 Lynne Patton, Senior Advisor & Director of Public Liaison,
Trump Administration

Politician

10 cnn 321 CNN News Media
11 foxnews 260 Fox News News Media
12 foxnewssunday 250 Fox News Sunday with Chris Wallace News Media
13 MyDaughtersArmy 246 British author; Human rights advocate with a particular

focus on raising awareness of worldwide women’s rights
and LGBT equality

Activist

14 keepamergr8 237 Democratic Coaltion, Former account of The Democratic
Coalition Against Trump

Grassroots
Activists

12 waynedupreeshow 225 Wayne Dupree, conservative talk radio host, and political
commentator. Black Republican

News Media

13 teamtrumpaz 193 AMERICAN FOR TRUMP Grassroots
Activist

14 gigitracyxo 191 Gigi Tracy, conservative Internet
Personality

15 therealcornett 190 Josh Cornett Grassroots
Activist

16 unlv 175 Official Twitter for the University of Nevada, Las Vegas Others
17 theresamechele 166 I believe in God, Country and American Exceptionalism. Love

My President!
Grassroot
Activist

18 Jojoh888 141 #AmericaFirst with #PresidentTrump #BuildTheWall #2A Grassroots
Activist

19 perfectsliders 126 Robby Ball, online polls designer Internet
personality

20 cnnpolitics 125 Political news, campaign stories and Washington coverage
from CNN’s political team

News Media
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@EduSamani: Obama tears Donald Trump in 40 seconds. #DebateNight #Debates2016
https://t.co/kjPW0utA62

@HillaryClinton: Donald Trump called her ‘Miss Piggy’ and ‘Miss Housekeeping.’Her
name is Alicia Machado. #DebateNight https://t.co/0w…

@HillaryClinton: ‘I never said that.’ Donald Trump, who said that. #debatenight https://t.
co/6T8qV2HCbL

The first of these tweets links to a short video of President Barack Obama questioning
Trump’s credentials as both a businessman and a political leader. The second tweet has
Clinton calling out Trump over his disparaging comments about a former beauty
queen. In the third tweet, Clinton fact-checks Trump by hyperlinking to a four-year-old
tweet in which he had said, ‘The concept of global warming was created by and for the
Chinese in order to make US manufacturing non-competitive.’ This was apparently in
response to Trump denying he has been a climate change denier. All these tweets are
obviously pro-Clinton and anti-Trump. With Topic 1 accounting for 67% of the Twitter
conversation around the first debate, we can say that Clinton won the first debate on
Twitter.

The second debate was dominated by Topic 2, comprising the keywords ‘maga,’ ‘bill,’
‘team,’ ‘tapes,’ ‘woman,’ ‘won,’ ‘young,’ ‘watch,’ ‘news,’ ‘media,’ ‘christadubill,’ ‘justicefor-
juanita,’ ‘crying,’ ‘expecting,’ ‘shared,’ ‘restroom,’ ‘ready,’ ‘bigleaguetruth,’ and ‘law.’ These
keywords mostly relate to tweets on allegations of sexual assault by both Trump and Bill

Figure 7. Proportion of use of different topics in the three presidential debates.
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Clinton, former president and Hillary Clinton’s husband. The tweets below illustrate the
conversation under this topic:

@christadubill: came in restroom to get ready for news. Young woman crying. She was not
expecting media but shared… #Debates2016 https…

@AFEKTMEDIA: #BillClintonIsaRAPIST BILL CLINTON IS A RAPIST NEW COM-
MERCIAL -Get ReTweeting! #TrumpTapes #Debates2016 https://t.co/SuG1x…

How should @realDonaldTrump ACT during the 2nd debate? #TrumpTapes #JusticeFor-
Juanita #debatenight #Debates2016 #CrookedHilary #TrumpPence

I am proud to stand with Trump! #MakeAmericaGreatAgain #BigLeagueTruth

This debate took place following the release of old tapes in which Trump was heard as
speaking lewdly of women. The first tweet is by Christa Dubill, an NBC news anchor who
ran into a girl weeping in a restroom. She told Dubill on camera that she had been sexually
assaulted in the past and was shocked that Trump’s surrogates were dismissing the issue of
sexual assault so easily. Dubill’s tweeted the video, and it was retweeted heavily. The next
two tweets relate to claims of sexual assault against Bill Clinton, specifically the allegation
by a woman named Juanita Broaddrick that she had been raped by the former president.
The video of Broaddrick making her allegations was also extensively retweeted.

A sub-theme under Topic 2 was the impact of the so-called Big League Truth Team,
Trump’s online campaign urging supporters to fact-check Clinton and mainstream
media and expose their ‘lies.’ This was evident in the use of the hashtag #BigLeagueTruth
in many of the pro-Trump tweets, such as the last one quoted above. Topic 2 accounted for
nearly 62% of the Twitter conversation about the third debate. Although it featured alle-
gations from both sides, Trump appears to have emerged the winner of this debate on
Twitter.

Topic 3, which dominated the third and final debate, included the keywords ‘final,’
‘podestaemails,’ ‘moderate,’ ‘globalist,’ ‘journalist,’ ‘dc,’ ‘dem,’ ‘elite,’ ‘whovoted,’ ‘chriswal-
lacea,’ ‘frenchforump,’ ‘watch,’ ‘gop,’ ‘draintheswamp,’ and ‘maga.’ The term ‘podestae-
mails’ referred to a horde of hacked emails belonging to Clinton’s campaign manager
John Podesta, which were released to the public by WikiLeaks and were seen as politically
damaging for the Democratic candidate. They contained, among other things, excerpts
from Clinton’s Wall Street speeches that she had refused to publicize, and conversations
that implied some journalists shared questions with her staff in advance of townhalls. The
Podesta emails appeared to substantiate Republican allegations that Clinton lied to the
public and that the ‘liberal media’ was biased in her favor, and were extensively discussed
on Twitter in posts such as ‘@jojoh888: Inconvenient truth… . #wikileaks #PodestaEmails
#PodestaEmails11 #FreeJulian #debates #debate #Debates2016 #NeverHillary.’

Topic 3 also contained many keywords from the tweet: @FrenchForTrump: #Chris-
WallaceA DC ELITE JOURNALIST #GLOBALIST DEM WHOVOTED FOR #CLIN-
TONWILL MODERATE THE LAST#Debates2016!!!

This extensively retweeted post referred to the Fox News journalist Chris Wallace, a
registered Democrat who was moderating the final debate. The tweet accused Wallace
of being a Washington, DC.-based ‘elite’ and a ‘globalist’ – as opposed to a rural American
redneck, Trump’s supposed constituency – and implied that he would be biased in favor of
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Clinton. Topic 4 accounted for 69% of the conversation during the final debate, and it was
clearly won by Trump on Twitter.

The topic modeling of the Twitter conversations on the day, during and until two days
after each of the three debates, indicates that while Clinton supporters held the upper hand
in the first debate on 16 September, Trump followers dominated in the remaining two
debates on 9 and 19 October. This complements the result the of exit poll, conducted
after the November 8 election, which showed that Clinton led among those who decided
whom to vote for by September, but Trump led among voters who made their final
decision in October or later (CNN.com, 2016).

The computerized analysis also provides a number of other interesting insights. First,
the general tone of the conversations around each debate would often be set in advance
of the televised debate itself. Tweets about Trump and Bill Clinton’s alleged sexual misde-
meanors, Podesta emails, and Chris Wallace being the moderator of the last debate were
initially posted before the respective debates began; they set the agenda for the Twitter
conversation during and after the televised debates.

Second, issues discussed during the televised debates had very little impact on the Twit-
ter debate. The main issues raised during the debates were the Syrian civil war, terrorism,
Russia, immigration, job creation, Trump’s taxes, and Trump’s molestations (New York
Times, 2016). None of these except Trump’s molestations were extensively discussed on
Twitter – and even this issue was overwhelmed by counter-allegations that Bill Clinton
sexually assaulted women.

Third, the nature of issues that drove the Twitter conversations was emergent and can-
didate-specific rather than policy-oriented. Concerns about the economy, foreign policy,
or climate change were hardly discussed on Twitter. It is of course possible that people
were motivated by such concerns in deciding which candidate to support – but when
they took to Twitter to voice their opinion, they focused on tweeting about candidates’
individual traits rather than policy positions.

Discussion

Political campaigns mostly run parallel to each other during an election cycle – but they
intersect when the main candidates face off for publicly viewed debates. On television, they
provide the candidates the opportunity to speak to each other. On Twitter, they offer sup-
porters of these candidates a chance to engage with each other while being exposed to
views and opinions different from their own. In this study, we used social network analysis
and topic modeling to understand how the three presidential debates in the 2016 US elec-
tion cycle – pitting the Democrat Hillary Clinton against the Republican Donald Trump –
played out on Twitter. The findings of each of these methods, discussed above, have
already revealed some interesting trends about election campaigns and political behavior
mediated by Twitter. Reviewing both forms of analysis simultaneously leads us to further
insights.

First, we were interested in learning if the Twitter conversation from 2016’s presidential
debates was highly polarized, as would be expected from the ‘echo chamber’ literature
(Stroud, 2010), or if the televized debates led to more cross-cutting discussions by expos-
ing people to different perspectives (Mutz, 2002). We found that political polarization was
still fairly sharp. Clinton and Trump supporters constituted entirely different social
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networks with few brokers in between. It implies that self-reports of significant cross-cut-
ting discussions during electoral debates are misleading or, at least, not applicable during
highly polarized election cycles such as the one studied here. Inside the echo chambers, the
paucity of to-and-fro conversations – as indicated by very low network density and reci-
procity – reflects a still deeper fragmentation of the citizenry. This finding is in line with
studies that argue social media are primarily used by individuals for self-presentation and
identity management (Colleoni, Rozza, & Arvidsson, 2014; Yardi, & boyd, 2010) rather
than for engaging with others in conversations and open-minded deliberations (Iyengar,
Sood, & Lelkes, 2012).

Second, the televised debates did not set the agenda of the Twitter debates. The main
issues discussed by the candidates (The New York Times, 2016) were hardly mentioned
by Twitter users – with the exception of accusations of molestations against Trump.
Instead, Twitter issue agendas were set much in advance of the televised debates, and
the occasion of the debates – as well as debate-related hashtags – simply provided a
means for Twitter users to reach a wider readership with their tweets. It implies that
users don’t necessary engage in ‘second screening’ on Twitter to learn more about issues
they hear of in real time, as suggested by some studies (Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2015). This
finding, too, implies that people tweet during debates for self-presentation purposes and
use debate-related hashtags to identify themselves to larger audiences (Iyengar, Sood, &
Lelkes, 2012 ). On the other hand, tweets featuring personal attacks on members of the
opposition camp, especially accusations of sexual assault and challenges to their credi-
bility, also tend to be a hit among partisans and dominate conversations. This finding is
in line with previous studies that indicate high levels of incivility in online conversations,
especially political conversations (Chen, 2013).

Third, we notice a slight shift in the nature of opinion leaders in the US campaign sea-
son. Traditional elites such as political leaders and journalists remain highly influential,
but they now share the hallowed space of online opinion leadership with grassroots acti-
vists and Internet personalities. This trend coincides with the broader anti-establishment
turn in America’s political climate. The substantial support garnered by the anti-elitist
Bernie Sanders during the Democratic primaries, not to mention the final victory of
Donald Trump, a political outsider who contested on a ‘drain the swamp’ platform against
the seasoned Hillary Clinton, indicate that US politics is turning away from established
institutions. That a similar shift is taking place in the nature of online opinion leadership
is extremely meaningful. It suggests that Twitter may not simply be mirroring the political
climate but could, in fact, be one of the key underlying factors leading to such a change.

Finally, we found recurring correspondence between who ‘won’ the Twitter debates – in
terms of which side controlled the biggest topics in the three debates, respectively – and
the political atmosphere of the country at those times. Clinton supporters were in control
in the September debate, but Trump followers gained the upper hand in the two October
debates. This aligns with the exit poll conducted after the 8 November election, according
to which Clinton led among voters who made up their minds by September, but Trump
was the candidate of choice for those who decided whom to voter for in October or later
(CNN.com, 2016). All these findings indicate that Twitter not only reflected but may have,
to some extent, also reshaped the political climate during the election campaign. To be
sure, a single study – based on data from a highly polarized election cycle – is not enough
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to make deterministic claims. But the implications of our study may be good starting
points for future studies to test.

Beyond the context of our study, these findings also have broader implications for the
relationship between emerging media technology and politics, as well as for normative
democratic theory. Initially the internet and later Web 2.0 technologies were supposed
to make democracy more deliberative by giving voice to every individual citizen. And
they have indeed empowered individuals, providing forums such as Twitter where every-
one can express themselves. But instead of deliberation, we have a cacophony of voices
that speak but do not listen, express but do not engage. This undermines the principle
of ‘communicative action’ – people with differences of opinion talking to each other
and arriving at a common ground in the process – upon which democracy is supposed
to function (Habermas, 1984).

Our study also has some normative implications for professional and citizen journalists
who want to play an influential but positive role in political communication. First, journal-
ists need to develop their personal following on social networks rather than rely on the
brand of the media organization they work for. Second, they need to display more tech-
nical savvy, and especially try to add more video to their posts. Finally, there is a great
need for sincere mediation of online conversations, which can challenge opinions built
on prejudice rather than information and help people engage more with others, especially
those across the ideological aisle. Journalists mediate the televised debates between candi-
dates lest they turn into shouting matches; they can play a similar role on social networks.

Our study shows how the combination of social network analysis and machine learning
can lead to deeper insights into the relationship between social media and political cam-
paigns. At the same time, it opens up a number of vistas for future research. Many of our
key findings, for instance, need to be empirically tested in contexts other than presidential
debates. We also hope that scholars of technology, media, and political science would
explore the normative implications of our study – both for digital technologies and for
deliberative democracy. The fields of information, media, and communication studies
often avoid explicitly exploring normative ideas. But the transforming nature of social
communication and politics necessitates a more direct questioning of taken-for-granted
normative ideas about democracy and the role of technology in democratic societies –
and a deeper thinking about the directions in which they should move forward.
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